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Remembering Albert Bartholdi
Passaic’s Swiss-American Historian

By E. A. Smyk, Passaic County Historian

For most travelers, Switzerland conjures spectacular images of the
snow clad Alps; a place where rugged, commanding vistas coexist with
an abundance of pure mountain air, exhilarating in its alluring crispness.
Yet there is more to the story than picturesque scenery and quaint
villages, which time seems to forget. The Swiss are a proud people, who
through the intervening centuries, generation after generation carefully
nourished and guarded their love of freedom and independence. This
sturdiness of mind and intellect was transplanted to America with
the early Swiss settlers. They came and prospered, achieving
distinction in numerous fields of endeavor.

In 1889, Dr. Adelrich Steinach published in German
an account of the Swiss settlements in America,
and while useful, it lacked an in-depth commen-
tary on individual pioneers. This omission was
remedied in 1932 when the recently organized
Swiss-American Historical Society published
a 266-page volume, Prominent Americans of
Swiss Origin. The compiler of this ambitious
undertaking is now more or less buried in
obscurity, but his memory revives when one
wishes to research the remarkable accom-
plishments of the Swiss in America. Also for-
gotten is where he lived. Albert Bartholdi
(1881-1954), a distant relative of Frédéric
Auguste Bartholdi, the renowned sculptor of
the Statue of Liberty, conducted much of his
research and writing at 272 Broadway, in the
city of Passaic. The book contains seventy-two
profiles of prominent Swiss-Americans. Bartholdi
wrote eighteen of the essays. In the last sentence of
his Introduction, he summed up the publication’s
essence, “we have paid our tribute to those characters of
humble pretention, in the belief that true greatness is estimated
in terms of one’s usefulness to mankind.”

Even now, with the passage of eight decades, Bartholdi’s pioneering
compilation can be read with profit. The book’s main deficiency is that
it does not discuss the life and accomplishments of even one Swiss-
American woman – and there were probably many worthy candidates –
but the exclusion of women from compilations of this sort was a common
place occurrence. Still, the book retains its instructional merits. Bartholdi

contributed profiles on a wide spectrum of people. In his essay on then
President Herbert Clark Hoover, he discusses in detail the research
findings on Hoover’s Swiss ancestors, who for centuries inhabited
Oberkulm, (before 1798, a part of Berne, Switzerland). Religious perse-
cution drove these hardy progenitors north to the safety of the German
Palatinate. Andreas Huber, the first American ancestor of President
Hoover, then fifteen years old, arrived in Philadelphia on September 9,

1738. Like many before and after him, his surname would be
changed. Bartholdi speculates that ”the ship agent evidently

entered the name of emigrant Andreas as it sounded
to him, for on the passenger list, which still is in

existence, his name was entered as ‘Hoover’
instead of Huber.” Hoover, unmercifully, and in

many instances unjustly, criticized for the way he
handled the Great Depression, is arguably
among the greatest Americans of Swiss
descent: mining engineer, international
businessman, humanitarian, historian, trans-
lator of an ancient Latin scientific treatise,
and philanthropist. 

Bartholdi put his study lamp on the lives
of others, among them Augustus Louis
Chetlain, Brevet Major General in the Civil
War, who successfully recruited and organ-

ized regiments of African-American troops in
Tennessee and Kentucky; Admiral Edward W.

Eberle, who was graduated from the US Naval
Academy in 1885 and retired, in 1927, as Chief

of Naval Operations; Coke and Steel Magnate
Henry Clay Frick; and the famed Delmonico family of

New York, “America’s restauranteurs par excellence.”
After 1902, the rich and well-heeled flocked to the

Delmonico’s at Fifth Avenue and Forty-Fourth Street, for elegant
and elaborate meals. Bartholdi noted that “when the famous

restaurant finally closed its doors in 1922, a brilliant social page in
American social history was closed.”

The reader can discern that scholarship, leavened with a sense of
adventure, was part and parcel of Bartholdi’s intellectual predispositions.
He was born in the Canton of Thurgau, in the northeast section of

Continued on page 3
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President’s Message
It was only a few years ago that we transported our Society’s beloved

black bear, “Smokey,” to a local taxidermist in Woodland Park for much-
needed rejuvenation.  Smokey was originally the mascot of Lafayette Fire
Engine Company #8 of Paterson’s volunteer fire department in the 1880’s.
We recently retrieved him, fully restored and ready for action. He will go
on display soon, in a specially built, protective enclosure and with an
informative placard.

Smokey’s restoration is just one example of how your Society is working
tirelessly to restore and preserve objects from our vast collection. It’s a
group effort, ranging from fundraising to selecting the right conservators,
to ensuring that the proper work is being performed. Your Board of
Trustees, along with our incredibly talented duo of Curator and Site
Manager Heather Garside and Administrative Assistant Dorothy Decker,
work together to make restorations like Smokey actually happen.

Fundraisers – like our Holiday Boutique and Victorian Tea - are very
important in making things like the Smokey restoration possible. These events need two things to be
successful – volunteers and attendees.  Please consider being one or the other (or both!) during the year.
I promise that you will have fun and gain the satisfaction of knowing that you’ve helped further the advocacy
for local history in North Jersey.     

As my term as President comes to a close, I’d like to thank the membership for allowing me to lead our
Society as it moves further in to the 21st Century.  It has been a very memorable and distinct honor for me.
The Passaic County Historical Society is a real institutional gem in Passaic County, one which we all treasure.  

Glenn Corbett, 
President, May 2013- April 2015

The Lambert Castle Concert Series 

All concerts begin at 5pm unless otherwise stated. Doors open at 4:15pm. Tickets are $15.

Sunday, May 31     Blue Valley presents Original Blue Valley Music and Acoustic Favorites
Blue Valley is a Clifton-based, acoustic rock band.  Their music focuses on vocal 
harmonies, and memorable melodies and lyrics. Their performance will feature original
music, including songs from their first CD, “Between Rock and a Soft Place,” as well 
as a few of their favorite covers.  

Sunday, June 14 The Clifton Community Band presents, Music at the Castle: A Welcome to Summer
On the Lawn, 4 pm Founded in 2002 and directed by Robert D. Morgan, the Clifton Community Band is a 

traditional concert band (brass, woodwinds and percussion). The band appears in the 
area and around the state performing a variety of music 
including classical, pop, big bands and marches.

Sunday, June 28   Annamaria Stefanelli and Rory Angelicola present, An Afternoon of Operatic Favorites
Lyric Soprano Annamaria Stefanelli returns to Lambert Castle with Tenor Rory Angelicola 
to present a program filled with operatic favorites, ranging from Italian arias and duets
to favorite American classics such as Stranger in Paradise.

Sunday, July 12 Pianist Sophia Agranovich presents ‘Carnaval and Fantasie’
Praised for ‘alchemy of mind-bending technical prowess and heart-melting emotional 
expressivity’ (Fanfare), ‘magnificent shading and superior musicianship’ (American 
Record Guide), virtuoso pianist, recording artist and educator Sophia Agranovich will 
be presenting a solo recital. She has played at Lincoln Center, Carnegie Hall, Merkin 
Hall, Steinway Hall, and Bargemusic, all in New York City, Salle Cortot in Paris, 
Ehrbarsaal in Vienna. A Steinway Artist and a Juilliard graduate, she has collaborated 
with prominent musicians and members of the major orchestras.
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Switzerland, where across the magnificent expanse of Lake Constance,
stands the majestic contours of Germany and Austria. History and legend
still hangs heavily over Thurgau. Perhaps the stunning locale influenced
Bartholdi’s choice of vocation. Ambitious, he earned a doctorate in history
at the University of Zurich, but instead of seeking a cloister-like academic
career, he opted instead for the hectic
life of a journalist. He found employ-
ment on the staff of the Neue Zurcher
Zeitung, a prominent daily newspaper.
When World War I erupted and then
metastasized into the first truly global
conflict of men and machines,
Bartholdi was assigned the task of
reporting on political, military, and
other war-related happenings in Zurich
and in the Near East. 

In 1921, Bartholdi, now a seasoned
journalist, arrived in the US as a foreign
correspondent. His father too had
immigrated and settled in Passaic,
where he established himself as an
importer and manufacturer of embroi-
dery. Young Bartholdi followed in his
father’s footsteps. He became his father’s business representative and
applied for American citizenship. When he retired in 1946, Bartholdi
owned the company. He often lectured on the history of the embroidery
industry. The work no doubt had its rewards, but most of Bartholdi’s free
time was claimed by the ever beckoning muse of history, where he spent
countless hours compiling accounts of persons of Swiss ancestry who
made their mark on American society. 

Emancipated from the daily routines of business, he became totally
absorbed with his studies. In 1947, Bartholdi, now an established and
well-respected authority on the Swiss-American experience, began a
series of broadcasts for the US State Department’s Voice of America
station on the contributions of the Swiss to American life. The program
was aired on Thursday afternoons from VOA studios in New York. It was
carried by all radio stations in the American occupation zone of Germany,
and also broadcast to Switzerland by short wave.

Ever generous with his time, in 1951, he was invited to give an address
before the History Club of Passaic High School. The student newspaper
reported how Bartholdi noted his “first important accomplishment,
research into the history of the International Red Cross.” Nothing was
pretentious about Bartholdi. He told the history enthusiasts, “anyone can
become an authority on a subject if he is willing to devote himself for
years to the accumulation of knowledge about it.” The historian was busier
than ever. He was contributing articles to a New York Swiss-American
newspaper, and completed two books, the second volume of biographies,
and a book scheduled for release in 1956 concerning the Swiss who
staffed the Royal American Regiment in the French and Indian War.
Unfortunately, the dedicated historiographer did not see the book
published. He became seriously ill, dying in Westchester Hospital in Mount
Kisco, New York on October 12, 1954, but much of his tireless exertions
in memorializing Swiss-American accomplishments found their way onto
the printed page.

The Swiss, then as now, enjoy a well-deserved reputation for technical
accomplishment in the chemical sciences, and here, we have a local
connection – Paterson, as the “Silk City of America,” was known the world

over for its silk dyeing establishments. In 1932, Bartholdi touched upon
Paterson’s preeminence in this field of endeavor when he profiled the
career of Jacob Weidmann, one of the industry’s giants, noting that his
subject “was one of the most forceful businessmen in Paterson’s industrial
history, and in every respect an outstanding and representative man of
his generation.” Bartholdi used as one of his sources the encyclopedic
History of the Silk Dyeing Industry in the United States, a hefty, almost
five pound tome that issued from the pen of Albert H. Heusser, himself
of Swiss descent. Heusser, an amazingly gifted writer and historian, was
the organizer and first curator of the Passaic County Historical Society.
With elegant succinctness, Heusser wrote, “the Swiss people – whose
chief characteristics seem to be thrift, common sense and a marvelous
capability for attending to their own affairs – have ever offered hospitality
to Europe’s outcast and oppressed.”

If Albert Bartholdi lived long enough, he might have written about Emil
S. Halter, a distinguished-looking Swiss
whose thumbnail biography appears in
Heusser’s book. Halter, a graduate
chemist, came to the US in the autumn
of 1897, settling in Paterson two years
later. In 1908, as Heusser formally
relates, Halter “connected himself
with the Weidmann enterprise.” Halter
retired in 1930, dividing his time
between Paterson and Europe. Having
never married, in 1910, Halter took
up residence at Paterson’s storied
Hamilton Club, the social domain of
the city’s industrial, professional and
business elite. The doughty chemist
was still living in one of the club’s
upstairs suites when he died on Sep-
tember 12, 1969, at age 98. In his will,

Halter bequeathed the club $25,000 for them to do as they pleased,
with an additional $5,000 for distribution among the club’s employees,
as an “appreciation of the faithful service and attention” given him during
his more than half-century of residency.

Albert Bartholdi teaches us there is a moral to his story as an
indefatigable chronicler of Swiss-Americans, that drive, ambition and an
undeniable affection for knowledge reaches across time and space, and
pronounces with steady assurance, here was a life worth living.
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Calendar of Events

Exhibit: Highlights of the Paterson Evening News Collection. 3rd floor gallery at Lambert Castle. Regular admission.

Coins in the Ashes: A Tale of Two Families and the Need for Remembrance and Gratitude. 2 p.m. at Lambert Castle.
Writer, musician and award-winning public radio journalist Joe McHugh discusses the quest to find the family of an
African-American woman named Helen who cared for him as a young child when tragedy threatened to destroy his family.
Regular museum admission applies.

Exhibit: The 2015 Summer art show of the Clifton Association of Artists. Regular museum admission applies.

Shakespeare at the Castle. The Passaic County Historical Society will host ATC Studios’ Summer Shakespeare
Conservatory for two performances at Lambert Castle on July 24th at 7pm in the Atrium of the Castle, and July 25th at
5pm on the Castle lawn.  

Vintage Baseball at the Passaic County Fair. Passaic County Historical Society is sponsoring Vintage Baseball players,
at the 2015 Passaic County Fair. Learn about the history of baseball and watch a game played with 19th century rules.
Check our website this summer for more details.

April 15-June 28

May 30, Saturday 

July 1-August 2

July 24-25
Friday – Saturday

August 13-15

Visit lambertcastle.org for the most up-to-date event information.


